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SOME REMARKS ON PROJECTIVE STIEFEL MANIFOLDS,
IMMERSIONS OF PROJECTIVE SPACES AND SPHERES

LARRY SMITH

Abstract. Let Mm be a closed smooth manifold, M&+R2"1 an immersion and

Mm |* Mm a double covering. For m odd we show that the normal bundle i l M

of the immersion M y M*-» R2"1 is independent of qp and applying this to M —

RP(m) reobtain the result of E. H. Brown that a symmetric immersion S"1*-» R2"*

is regularly homotopic to an embedding iff m = 2P — 1.

The theme of the Topologie Oberseminar during the SS 1978 was immersions

and embeddings of manifolds. In the course of studying Whitney's classic papers

on the subject a number of interesting problems arose. In particular, we spent quite

some time trying to understand the Whitney invariant of Mm&-* R2"1. A particularly

interesting question in this respect arises when one has a finite covering Mm y Mm

of closed manifolds, an immersion Mm&* R with Whitney invariant / , and one

asks for a formula for the Whitney invariant of the composite immersion cp:

Mm y Mm&+R2m. Whitney's definition of Iv requires that the immersion be put in

general position, and one then counts up the number of double points, with

attention to orientation when m is even, or simply takes the residue class mod 2

when m is odd. The requirement of general position behaves very badly upon

passing to a covering manifold. However in the even dimensional case /9 is one

half the Euler class of the normal bundle, and it will simply be multiplied by the

number of sheets in the covering upon passing to a covering manifold. The

interesting case is m odd. In this connection a theorem of E. H. Brown is quite
m

striking: For any immersion RF(m)>S-» R2"1, m odd, the Whitney invariant of the

composite immersion cp: Sm y RP(m}&R2m is 0 iff m = 2P - 1. This shows that

I- depends on more than just / . This note is my "explanation" of Brown's theorem

in terms of the Smale invariant as seen by a homotopy theorist.

After submission of this paper, the paper [0] of John Berrick appeared in the

Proc. Cambridge Philos. Soc, and among other things, the theorem of Brown is

reproved there along essentially the same unes as here. The theory developed by

Berrick is more encompasing than our §2 but does not seem as conceptual as the

direct use of the projective Stiefel manifold and the universal property of the

bundles over it expressed in Proposition 1.2 below.

Where appropriate, proofs that are easy modifications of arguments in [0] have

been revised out.
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1. The projective Stiefel manifolds. Let Vk(R") denote the Stiefel manifold of k

frames in R". There is the free involution

T: Vk(R") -> Vk(R")

given by

T[vx,...,vk] -[-©,,..., -vk].

The orbit space of this involution is called the projective Stiefel manifold, and is

denoted by PVk(R"). (See for example [4].) There is a canonical d = n - k

dimensional vector bundle i-lPVk(R") with total space

£(£) = {(*, <o» G R" X PVkiR"), xJ_span[t;]}

and projection

EiOlPVkiR"):ix,(v»»(v)

where [v] G VkÇR") has orbit <u> G PVk(R"). We denote by X | PVk(R") the

canonical line bundle associated to the double covering  VkiR") J, PVkÇR").

Proposition 1.1. kX © £ ~ R" I PVk(R").

Proof. The total space EikX © £) has the following description

7i(A:A © £) = {(.V> x, [v]) e R* X R" X VkiR")\x±span[v],

iy,x,T[v])±i-y,x,[v])}.

If [y, x, [v]] denotes the equivalence class of (y, x, [v]) G R* X R" X VkiRn) in

EikX © 9 then

E(kX © 0 -+ R": [y, x[ v] ] h» x + 2 W
i-i

is a linear isomorphism on fibres, and hence a bundle trivialization.   □

Example fc «■ 1. Then 7>K1(R") = R7*(« — 1), the bundle X corresponds to the

Hopf bundle, and the bundle £ to t ® X where t ¡, RP(n — 1) is the tangent

bundle. The usual isomorphism

t © R ̂  «A 4 R7>(« - 1)

when tensored with X yields (1.1).

The isomorphism kX © £ =¿ R" 4 T'f^iR") is in an appropriate sense universal.

Specifically

Proposition 1.2. Let X be a finite complex, f | X a line bundle, v \, X a d plane

bundle and kt¡ © v ̂  R" I X, « — k = d, a bundle isomorphism. Then there exists a

map

f.X^ PVk(R")

such that f*X = f, /*£ = v i X and the isomorphism of (1.1) pulls back to the given

isomorphism <p.
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Proof. Let X \, X be the double cover associated to the Une bundle f. View the

trivialization cp as a map

E(kÇ © i>) -» R"

that on each fibre is a linear isomorphism. The composition

Rk X X~> E(Rk © ir*v i X) ^ E(k$ © v | X) -^R"

then induces a map

g: R* X X -» R"

with the properties

(1) Vx G X, g(-, x): Rk -► R" is a linear injection,

(2) g(— w, x) = g(u, tx) where t: X -^ X is the covering transformation.

The adjoint of g

f:X^Vk(R")

is then an equivariant map, that is

/(Fx)= Tfix),       xEX.

There is therefore induced a map

f:X^PVk(R")

and it follows more or less from the definition that/* A ==: £,/*£ ~ v and that/pulls

the isomorphism of (1.1) back to cp. □

2. Applications to immersions of projective spaces.

Proposition 2.1. (Compare [7, 2.3].) If cp: RF(m)*->Rm+* is an immersion with

normal bundle v, then there exists a map fv: RF(m)-> PVm+x(Rm+k+x) such that

£a = Y, fvt = v i RP(m) where y | RP(m) is the Hopf bundle.

Proof. One has bundle isomorphisms

t © vv ~ Rm+* i RP(m),

R © t =^ (m + l)y i RP(m),

which together give

(m + l)y © »v a R"+*+1 | R/>(m)

to which (1.2) applies.   □

Corollary 2.2. Iftp: RP(m)&+Rm+k+x is an immersion, then cp induces an axial

map

A¿ RP(m) X RP(m) -► RF(w + k).

Proof. Let

f¿RP(m)-+PVm+x(Rm+k+x)

classify Vy. The "adjoint" of / is the required axial map A^. □
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Proposition 2.3. Suppose g: RPim) -» 7>Fm+1(Rm+*+1) so that g*X = y. 77te« g

induces an immersion <pg: RPim) -> Rm+*+1 w¡th normal bundle g*£ l RPim).

Proof. From the universal example we get by pullback

(m + l)y © g*£ ~ Rm+k+l ■ RP(m)

and as usual we have

(«i + l)y » R © T I RPim).

Combining gives

R©T©g*^r+*+ll RPim)

and stabihty allows us to conclude

t © g*£ ss Rm+k i RPim)

and the result follows by applying Hirsch's theorem [5]. □

Remark. Suppose that

r. nffl-hl   ^/ nm+1 _   |>m-l-*+l

is a nonsingular bihnear form. Ginsberg [3] proved that /induces an immersion

<pf:RPim)&*Rm+k.

From our viewpoint this can be seen more explicitly as follows. The adjoint of /

induces a map

ad/:S"-Fm+1(R"+*+I)

satisfying

ad/(-*)= Tad f{x),

and hence inducing

"ad/: RP(m)^PVm+x(Rm+k+x)

such that

ad/*X = y I RPim).

From (2.3) we thus obtain an immersion

<pf: R7>(m)<ß->R",+*

with normal bundle ad /*(£)• This normal bundle can be more precisely described

as follows

E(p^) = {([*], w) G RP(m) X Rm+k+l\w±adf(x)(Rm+1)}.

3. Symmetric immersions of spheres.

Definition. An immersion $: S™^ Rm+* is called symmetric iî\p(—x) = u^x).

Example. Suppose/: R",+1 X R"1"1"1 ->Rm+*+1 is a symmetric nonsingular bilin-

ear form. Then the map

II A*. *)ll
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is a symmetric immersion. For example the form (m, m)R induces a symmetric

immersion S"1«*-» R2m.

Remark. A symmetric immersion \b: S""«t-»Rm+* induces an immersion \L:

RP(m)*+Rm+k and conversely.

Proposition 3.1. An immersion ^: 5m*-» Rm+k is symmetric up to regular homo-

topy iff the Smale invariant o. E irm(Vm+x(Rm+k+x)) admits a skew representative.

Proof. An immersion cp is symmetric exactly when it induces an immersion ^:

RP(m)&+Rm+k, and the result follows by simply applying the definitions (see [0,

§2]). D
Remark. Taking the value of the homotopy groups of the Stiefel manifolds into

account one sees that the Smale invariant is a global formulation of the Whitney

invariant.

As an application of the forgoing discussion we reprove a theorem of E. H.

Brown [1].

j,
Proposition 3.2. Let m be odd and SmjL*R2m a symmetric immersion. Then the

Smale invariant o^ E "'m(Fm+,(R2m+1)) = Z/2 is nonzero iff m = 2P — 1. In partic-

ular, the normal bundle v^ is nontrivial, and hence isomorphic to r [ Sm iff m = 2P —

l,/>>3.

Proof. In view of (3.1) it suffices to show that a skew map Sm -* Vm+i(R2m+x) is

null homotopic iff m ¥= 2P — 1.

To this end we make use of the following (for a proof see (3.3)).

Fact. The normal bundle v J, Sm of a symmetric immersion S""«*-» R2"1, m odd,

does not depend on «//.

In this way see that for m =£ 1,3, 7, exactly one of the two classes in

7rm(Fm+,(R2m+1)) = Z/2 is skew. It will suffice therefore to show that 0G

trm(Vm+x(R2m+l)) is skew iff m ^ 2P - 1. The following neat little argument I owe

to the referee.

If m + 1 =7^ 2P then, as is well known, RF(m + 1) immerses in R2™. Therefore by

Proposition 3.1 there is a skew element in wm+,(Fm+2(R2m+1)). Since the projection

map Vm+2(R2m+x) I Vm+x(R2m+x) is equivariant, there is a skew element in

7rm+i(^m-t-i(*2m+1))> which upon restricting to a codimension 1 subsphere, repre-

sents 0 G irm( Vm+,(R2m+')) via a skew map.

It remains to show that when m = 2P — 1, a skew map

/:5m^Km+,(R2-'+1)

must be essential. Supposing the contrary, we can extend/to (Dm is an m disk)

F:Dm^Vm+x(*2m+X)

and define

g:Sm+x^Vm+x(R^x)
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by

/ ) =    I      (*0' ' ' " ' Xm+\)>       Xm+\  ^ 0,

[TFi-x0,...,-xm+x),     xm+x<0,

which because of the skewness of F\Sm = fis well defined and skew. The unadjoint

of g yields an axial map

RP(m + 1) X RP(m)^*RP(2m)

and hence by Hopf (use that A *wx(y)2m+ ' = 0)

(2m + 1\ = 0   mod2.
\     m     I

But

which is a contradiction. Hence the original skew map / must be essential as

required. D

The "Fact" used in the proof of (3.2) was pointed out to me by Ch. Okonek and

is a special case of the following result, that is of interest in its own right.

<p    -
Proposition 3.3. Let M |" Mm be a double covering and A/m*->R    an immer-

sion, m odd. Then the normal bundle of the immersion Mm i" A/"1*-» R2m is indepen-

dent of tp.
<Pi   ,

Proof. Let A7m*-»R     be immersions with normal bundles v¡ i Mm, where

/' = 1, 2. Then (see for example [2]) there exists a stably trivial w-plane bundle

Ü Sm such that

r, stf *fo V D

where

p: M^>M V Sm

is the map that pinches the boundary of a small disk in Af to a point. The

composite immersions Mm i A7m*-»R2m have normal bundles v¡ = tt*v¡ { Mm, for

i" = 1,2. From the commutative diagram

Mm     A     Mm V Sm

i iv\/h

Mm    A    Mm y sm

where p pinches the boundary of a small disk in Mm to a point, and h has degree 2,

one sees that

ï>x~p*(v2yh*Z).

However since m is odd

^er{vm(BSO(m)) -> *m(BSO) ~ { ^   *<¡¿¿¿

and hence «*£ c^ Rm. Therefore f, =: í2 | Mm as required. □
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Remarks. (1) A symmetric immersion of

cp: Sm^R2m cR2m+1 - 0

for any positive integer m is given by the formula

cp(x0, . .., xj = (z0, ..., z^),

zk=    2   x,Xj,       k = 0, . . . , 2m.
i+j — k

It would be very interesting to understand exactly why the Whitney invariant of

this immersion is 1 when m = 2P — 1 and 0 otherwise.
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